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313 North Charles Street
Baltimore, Maryland
Deo •.29. 1948
Dear Mr. Schoenberger.
Your very kind letter is confronting me with a
problem. I shall have to throw myself back to my ohildhood days. when I was a hero worshiper of the Jeptahs and
the Samsons. and the admirer of the beautIful poem of
Deborah, which must have inspired Shelley to write his
ftLove's Philosophy.ft
I was prompted to do Hager al)d Ishmael because of
the terrible injustla done to them.
The old matchmaker speaking to the younger one was
inspired by an old Lithuanian story. He is whispering, It You
see that old couple over there? I married them forty years
ago, and he still doean 't know she has. a wooden leg! n: The two sextons and the "stat-buck" is from an actual
event. The two sextons (who together could not have weighed
more than 95 pounds) 'were leaving the Synagogue, when some
children. who used to t.eaae the buck, opened the gate and
released the infuriated animal. I am ashamed to admit that
I was a participant..
Reb Josel is shown resting on his umbrella in the
middle of the street, and 1n the middle of a pilpul.
I call Isaia the Shakespeare of t.heprophets.
Book of 1saia reminds one of Deuteronomy, XXXII.

The

ffAnd suddenly you are confronted wltl;l a figure that
leaves your childish imagination helplessly bewildered. A

giant running around half naked with only a sheep skin
around his lOins, his long beard thrown over his shoulder,
and shalt ng tiis fist in-the face -or the-ld.ng. ~Later-1iegirdles himself and runs before· the king's chariot. more
swiftly than his horses. Always on his tlptoes, 'Where am.
I needed?' He lives t.welve generationss and the longer he
lives, the more mysterious he gets. He imbeds himself in
your childish imagination. The 'most beautiful chair in the
house is arranged for him, the door is opened; a'nd fora
moment :you stop breathing. The door is closed., and the
mystic grip slowly releases you. You pull yourself together,
and you find yourself chanting the Hagada feverishly until
four 0 t clock in the morning." I doubt whether the Jew
could bave survived without thls figure of Elijah.

(2)

One finds in the huge pages of the Talmud the most
amazing personalities.
Just to mention a few- the wonderful
Hlllel, Elisha Ben Abuya. Jonathan Ben Uzziel, and then
the most amazing personality of them all. A man who descended
from Jael and Siserai and in spite of that his name glitters
on the first page of the social register of the Tal Ud. So
lea.rned is he that even Moses fails to understand his interpretation of the Torah. You breathlessly watch this amazingly
dramatic f'igure gaze at a phonomonon unfolding itself before
his very eyes. Suddenly he utters three words that push
everything from under you a~d leaves you suspended 1n the air.
The three words are (
(t./)1V, (~r; .!J"~ J "that is the King,
Messiah,!" To top it'all. Maimonides assign.s the one hundred
and seventeen year old Aklba to be the armor bearer of Bar
Kochba.
I~ ~udglng Bar Kocbh~J we must use cQmparisona.
Tg
~
me, even the heros of the Iliad fail to measure up to him.
Hadrian, trembling with fear, had to call Julius Severus,
the greatest general of his time, from Britainy. Bar Kochba
was eager to meet him in open combat, but Serverus feared the
outcome and decided to cut off Bar Kochbas supplies. Bar
Kochba was forced to forti£y himself in the city of Betar.
After one year, Hadrian decided to lift the siege. A clever
Samaritan told Hadrian he could conquer Bar Kochba in a few
days. When asked bow, he told'Hadrian of Rabbi Elazar of
~odin who was fasting and praying for Betar. He said that
s long as this hen cackles in the ashes Betar would be
impregnable,but if he could make Bar Kochba suspect him of
treason. the city would fall. He succeeded tn smuggling
himself into the City, and he pretended to whisper into
Rabbi Elazarfs ear. Those present rushed the Samaritan to
Bar Kochba, and when he pretended to act like a spy, Bar Kochba
summoned Rabbi Elazar. Rabbi Elazar denied knowing anything
about the Samaritan and Bar Kochba, in a rage, kicked him.
Rabbi Elazar died" and Betar fell on the same day.
At. times I wonder whether thiS monument is for Bar
Kochb.a or for the obscure Samaritan, who so elequently proves
that the real armor is not in the hands of the Bar Kochba's.
,'----+.;,-t in t.he hande of
Rabb!- Ina.zar O~ a '~ohaadas- K. &handt ..•...

I hope I have succeeded in'giving you the information
that you desire. As you can see. most of my inspirations for
these particular pieces were inspired by the studies of my
youth.
Sincerely.

